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OUTLOOK  

Short term outlook 
 In the short term, reporting from Iraq will likely be dominated by political issues, focused on the ongoing 

‘negotiations’ between Baghdad and Erbil to resolve their differences following last years’ referendum and the 

political maneuverings as Iraqi parties position themselves for campaigning ahead of the May 12 elections.  

 

 Islamic State’s activity will continue to dominate security reporting with the focus on the potential resurgence of 

an insurgent campaign in the areas of northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear 

remaining IS pockets, the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the rural regions of Anbar and 

along the Syrian border.  

 

 While a significant IS resurgence is unlikely to occur in the short term, the group is likely undergoing a period 

of realignment into a more cellular asymmetric structure. The returning focus on terrorist activity may be a pre-

cursor for high-profile attacks in Baghdad, as seen on January 15 when a double suicide bombing targeted 

civilians in the city centre. However, these have remained sporadic so far, constrained by security footprint, 

particularly in Baghdad city. Going forwards, the ability to stage high-profile attacks at shorter intervals would 

be an indicator of terrorist networks’ capability. IS has expressed the intent to increase tempo of operations in 

the attempt to influence the pre-election period, though their ability to sustain a campaign of high-profile 

attacks remains in question. 

 

 Tensions remain following the Kurdish independence referendum and the ISF move into disputed territories 

occupied by Peshmerga. Armed clashes have occurred between Peshmerga and ISF, but only over limited 

territorial objectives of economic significance. Acts of low-level violence, intimidation and provocation have 

been reported in Nineveh, Kirkuk, Salah al-Din, and Diyala; Baghdad and Erbil also remain in a ‘standoff’ over 

Baghdad’s demands for access to the border crossings with Turkey in northern Dohuk province. While 

international mediation is underway, both sides currently remain entrenched in the political positions. 

Medium to long term outlook  
 The outlook for the medium to long-term remains difficult to assess due to a number of factors, including the 

outcome of parliamentary elections, the timeframe to form a new government and the resolution of the 

outstanding issues between Baghdad and the Kurdish region. The issues of an enduring US presence in Iraq 

and the future role of the PMUs also remain a major question.  

 

 In the absence of a concerted effort to engage disenfranchised tribes in Sunni dominated areas of the country, 

it is possible that the post-IS security environment will be characterized by sectarian flash points between 

radical Sunni elements and Shia militia groups, especially in Nineveh province and western Kirkuk.  

 

 From a security perspective, the main focus will be on preventing the resurgence of IS, which in turn is 

connected with the ongoing campaign to militarily defeat their remaining elements in Syria. There is however 

little disagreement within the analytical community that IS will revert back to a terrorist asymmetric model in an 

attempt to reinvigorate itself.  

   

 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern provinces in general. Long-term tensions are also likely to be driven by the return of Shia 

militia factions likely expecting material and social rewards for the contribution in the campaign against IS. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 
 

Billions pledged for Iraq in Kuwait, but still short of goal   
Billions of dollars were pledged on February 15 at a donor conference for Iraq’s reconstruction after the country’s 

devastating war with the Islamic State group, though the amounts announced still fall short of the $88.2 billion 

Baghdad is seeking.  The biggest pledge at the gathering in Kuwait came from Turkey, which announced $5 

billion, while Kuwait’s ruling emir said his oil-rich nation will give $1 billion in loans and $1 billion in direct 

investments to help rebuild Iraq.  Saudi Arabia pledged $1.5 billion while the Kuwait-based Arab Fund says Iraq 

will receive $1.5 billion in infrastructure aid in coming years.  Qatar, which is embroiled in a diplomatic crisis with 

a quartet of Arab nations led by Riyadh, pledged $1 billion. The United Arab Emirates pledged $500 million, as 

did the Islamic Development Bank. Germany pledged 500 million euros and the European Union 400 million 

euros.  Latest reports indicate that Iraq will form a high-level committee to monitor the disbursement mechanism 

for the grants and loans pledged to Baghdad by the countries that participated in Kuwait donors conference. The 

committee will be formed by the Commission of Integrity (CI) and the Federal Board of Supreme Audit (FBSA), 

the official audit and financial oversight bodies in the country. The heads of CI and FBSA, Hassan al-Yasseri and 

Salah Nouri, respectively, agreed during a meeting on February 15 for the formation of the committee to oversee 

the projects to be financed by the loans and grants pledged by a number of donor countries. During the meeting, 

Yasseri and Nouri outlined the tasks and duties that will be entrusted to the committee, as well as the terms of 

reference of its members and the guidelines it will work to. Further details of this committee will be announced in 

the near future, according to a statement published on the CI website. 

 

NATO agree on new training mission for Iraq 
On February 15, NATO defence ministers concluded a two-day conference in Brussels, approving plans to 

create two command centres in order to facilitate more rapid responses to contingencies. NATO Secretary-

General Jens Stoltenberg said it was also agreed to start planning for a NATO training mission in Iraq that would 

be more sustainable than current training support. “We are planning to scale up NATO’s presence. But we are 

not planning for a combat mission,” Stoltenberg said. “We will also plan to help the Iraqi forces become 

increasingly professional” by “establishing specialized military academies and schools,” he added.   

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Moderate Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Anbar Moderate High High High High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**  North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Qadisiyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra 

 ELOPMENTS  
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Political 
 
Council of Ministers holds session; Water shortages on the agenda 

The Iraqi Council of Ministers held its normal session on the evening of February 15 and was headed by Prime 

Minister Haider al-Abadi. The Council gave a full presentation on the outcome of the Kuwait International 

Conference for the Reconstruction of Iraq (KICRI), which was held earlier this week. To follow through on the 

success of the conference, the Council was ordered to ensure meetings with the ambassadors and 

representatives of international organisations and institutions are conducted over the coming weeks to activate 

their financial commitments. The Council also discussed the water shortages now impacting most southern 

provinces and the steps the government must take to address the issue.  The session ended with the approval of 

the Mosul Dam maintenance contract and a vote in favour of rebuilding the Baiji Refinery in Salah Ad-Din. Abadi 

concluded the session by saying he was travelling to Germany on the 16 February to participate in the Munich 

Security Conference and was an important opportunity for Iraq to present its vision for maintaining regional and 

international peace and security.   

 

NATO agree on new training mission for Iraq 

On February 15, NATO defence ministers concluded a two-day conference in Brussels, approving plans to 

create two command centres in order to facilitate more rapid responses to contingencies. NATO Secretary-

General Jens Stoltenberg said it was also agreed to start planning for a NATO training mission in Iraq that would 

be more sustainable than current training support. “We are planning to scale up NATO’s presence. But we are 

not planning for a combat mission,” Stoltenberg said. “We will also plan to help the Iraqi forces become 

increasingly professional” by “establishing specialized military academies and schools,” he added.  U.S. Defence 

Secretary Jim Mattis stated that NATO allies “will go to a constant mission in Iraq to build the capabilities that 

[the Iraqis] believe they need to sustain this effort and protect their people from the uprising of another type of 

terrorist organization.” Previous reporting claimed that related planning will likely be finalised in July.  

 

Iraqi Parliament Speaker expects non-sectarian government after polls 

Iraqi Speaker of Parliament Salim al-Jabouri expects the formation of a non-sectarian majority government 

following this year’s parliamentary election.  Since the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime after the U.S. invasion in 

2003, Iraq has seen governments formed based on a quotation system with ministries distributed between Shia, 

Sunni blocs and political parties of the northern Kurdish region.  However, al-Jabouri predicts a change in this 

system following the May 12 polls. "The general political mood is heading towards a state of political majority," 

the Sunni speaker told press.  In a post-Saddam era, only Shia political parties tend to form majority blocs 

between each other, something al-Jabouri hopes to change.  “The majority blocs can succeed with other parties 

from different sects and ethnicities,” he said.  Regarding the distribution of executive authorities following the 

election, al-Jabouri expected no change as Shias would continue to hold the post of prime minister, while the 

presidency would go to the Kurds and parliament speaker to the Sunnis.  However, he expressed his ambition 

that Sunnis would take the lead in Iraq at some point.  Sunni politicians, including al-Jabouri, are worried that the 

displacement of millions of Iraqis as a result of the fight against the Daesh terrorist group could affect the 

integrity of the election.  According to the elections commission, around 24 million people are eligible to vote in 

the parliamentary election.  However, with more than 2.5 million people displaced from their homes, Sunni 

political forces fear that they may lose a lot of seats in the government and parliament.  Al-Jabouri said the 

parliament has demanded the Independent High Electoral Commission open voting centres for the internally 

displaced people (IDPs) either in or outside their original areas.  Although “there was some response” he said 

“we are concerned about the integrity and transparency of the elections.”  "We know that election may not be a 

priority for the IDPs due to their conditions, unless we succeed in convincing them of the importance of their 

participation,” al-Jabouri said. 

 

In addition, and concerning the 2018 federal budget, al-Jabouri said the Kurdistan Region’s portion in the budget 

has yet to be re-solved.  He also stated that the Iraqi Parliament’s Presidency rejects the 2018 Iraqi national 

budget law due to legal and constitutional shortcomings.  Jabouri stated that the 2018 national budget bill, 
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prepared by Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi and the Iraqi Council of Ministers, was “neither legal nor 

constitutional”.   

 

Authority for Umrah pilgrims to fly to Saudi Arabia from KR-I airports  

Reports on 13 February stated that with the consent of Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, the Iraqi Civil Aviation 

Authority (ICAA) has granted permission for international flights to depart Kurdistan Region airports for those 

traveling to Saudi Arabia for the ‘Umrah pilgrimage’ to Mecca. The consent is conditional on the provision that 

the authorities are informed of the number of flights. The Umrah is the non-mandatory ‘lesser’ pilgrimage 

performed by Muslims that can be undertaken at any time of the year, in contrast to the Hajj which has specific 

dates according to the Islamic lunar calendar.  

Security 
 

Coalition ramps down air support in Iraq, shifts to training 

Now that Iraq has claimed victory over the Islamic State group after a bloody 3 1/2-year war, the U.S.-led 

coalition is decreasing air support in the country — the latest indication of the coalition's shrinking footprint amid 

a drawdown of U.S. forces announced earlier this month.  American and Iraqi air force commanders say the 

coalition will launch fewer airstrikes in support of Iraqi forces and instead focus more on training Iraqi airmen. 

Iraq's air force will assume more of the "missions, duties and responsibilities" to maintain the country's hard-

fought victories over IS, according to a statement released by U.S. Air Forces Central Command. However, Iraq 

is struggling to fund the Air Force's $1 billion budget as the country is faced with the enormous task of rebuilding 

in the wake of its military victories.  Up until now the U.S. Air Force had largely been supporting Iraq's security 

forces by launching airstrikes against IS targets and supporting the country's F-16 program. Currently, Iraqi F-16 

pilots are trained in the U.S. and the maintenance and security of Iraq's F-16s is largely carried out by American 

contractors.  The announcement from the Air Force follows the announcement of a "shift in focus" from the U.S.-

led coalition earlier this month after the Iraqi government said the U.S. had begun to reduce the number of 

American forces in Iraq. The coalition will now focus on "policing, border control and military capacity building," 

according to US Brig. Gen. Jonathan Braga. 

 

Islamic State leader's health 'deteriorating', Iraqi official says 

The leader of IS Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi's physical and psychological health is "deteriorating", according to an 

Iraqi intelligence official on 12 February.  The head of intelligence and counter-terrorism department at the Iraqi 

Ministry of Interior Abu Ali al-Basri told press that Baghdadi was admitted to a hospital in Al-Jazira area in Syria, 

near the Iraqi border after he sustained "fractures and serious injuries in his body and leg that prevented him 

from walking unassisted".   

 

U.N. says IEDs will litter Mosul for more than a decade 

The Iraqi city of Mosul will remain strewn with unexploded bombs for a decade, endangering a million or more 

civilians who want to return home following the end of three years of Islamic State occupation, a U.N. demining 

expert said on February 14.  Pehr Lodhammar, a senior program manager at the U.N. Mine Action Service 

(UNMAS) said the destruction of Mosul had left an estimated 11 million tonnes of debris and two-thirds of the 

explosive hazards were thought to be buried under the rubble.  “We estimate that it’s going to be over a decade 

until western Mosul has been cleared. The density and the complexity will not allow this clearance to be 

completed within months or even within years,” he told a news conference in Geneva.  “We see air-dropped 

ammunition, 500-pound bombs that were dropped, that go 15 meters into the ground or even further. Just getting 

one of those pieces out is a matter of days and sometimes weeks.   

 

Peshmerga brigades threaten to seize oil tanker trucks in protest of overdue salaries  

Two brigades of the Kurdistan Region’s Peshmerga Ministry threatened on February 11 to prevent oil tanker 

trucks passing through routes they provide protection to, in protest of overdue salaries.  A commander for the 

Peshmerga’s seventh and third brigades, Ayub Yousif Saeed said in a statement he directed at the Kurdish 
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Prime Minister and his deputy that “the Peshmerga forces are struggling to make ends meet.”   Saeed threated 

to go on a strike and even confiscate tanker trucks – which transfer natural resources – If their demands are not 

met and said he considered the Peshmerga situation “unacceptable.”  “Peshmerga forces are for peace and 

stability, they protect this nation from invaders and enemies with their blood and for which they have made big 

sacrifices,” he said.  “Peshmerga should not pay the price for mistakes made by the politicians and their incorrect 

policies”.  A Peshmerga said on February 10 that he is marching about 110 kilometres on foot from Koya to 

Sulaymaniyah in protest of lack of his income and overdue salary.  He said he hasn't received his salary for 

months, making it even harder for him to pay the bills, including the rent for his small house in the city of Koya. 

Humanitarian 
 

One in four Iraqi children in poverty after war on Islamic State 

One in four Iraqi children are in poverty and four million are in need of assistance as a result of the country’s war 

with Islamic State militants, the United Nation’s children agency said on February 11.  The U.N. has verified 150 

attacks on education facilities and 50 attacks on health centres and personnel since 2014, UNICEF said in a 

statement. Half of Iraq’s schools need repairs and over 3 million children have had their education interrupted, it 

said.  Iraq declared victory over Islamic State in December 2017, having taken back all the territory captured by 

the militants in 2014 and 2015, and is seeking $100 billion in foreign investment in transport, energy and 

agriculture as part of a plan to rebuild parts of the country and revive the economy. 

 

Iraq lost 40% of its agricultural production 

Iraq has lost 40 per cent of its agricultural produce as a result of its war against IS, the United Nations Food and 

Agriculture Organisation (FAO) said on February 14.  “There are 12 million Iraqis; almost a third of the country’s 

population who reside in rural areas and depend on agriculture for their livelihoods,” the organisation said in a 

statement at the Kuwait International Conference for the Reconstruction of Iraq.  “Restoring the crucial 

agriculture sector that has been severely damaged by the IS’ takeover of vast areas of Iraq is critical to the 

country’s recovery from years of conflict and to its long-term prosperity”.  Violence in the past few years forced 

farmers in northern and north-western parts of Iraq to abandon their farms, destroying or damaging harvests.  

“Infrastructure such as water supply for drinking and agricultural production was damaged or destroyed. 

Agricultural equipment, seeds, crops, stored harvests and livestock were looted”.   

Economy 
 

Billions pledged for Iraq in Kuwait, but still short of goal   

Billions of dollars were pledged on February 15 at a donor conference for Iraq’s reconstruction after the country’s 

devastating war with the Islamic State group, though the amounts announced still fall short of the $88.2 billion 

Baghdad is seeking.  The biggest pledge at the gathering in Kuwait came from Turkey, which announced $5 

billion, while Kuwait’s ruling emir said his oil-rich nation will give $1 billion in loans and $1 billion in direct 

investments to help rebuild Iraq.  Saudi Arabia pledged $1.5 billion while the Kuwait-based Arab Fund says Iraq 

will receive $1.5 billion in infrastructure aid in coming years.  Qatar, which is embroiled in a diplomatic crisis with 

a quartet of Arab nations led by Riyadh, pledged $1 billion. The United Arab Emirates pledged $500 million, as 

did the Islamic Development Bank. Germany pledged 500 million euros and the European Union 400 million 

euros.   The announcement from Kuwait, which hosted the conference that ended yesterday, was in many ways 

stunning as only a generation ago, Saddam Hussein invaded the small, oil-rich nation.  Kuwaiti Sheikh Sabah Al 

Ahmad Al Sabah’s offer showed the deep interest his nation has in making sure Iraq becomes a peaceful, stable 

country after the war against IS and the chaos that followed the 2003 U.S.-led invasion of Baghdad. Iraq also still 

owes Kuwait reparations from its 1990 invasion.  Kuwait’s pledge was followed by the promise of a 400 million 

euro ($494 million) donation from the European Union’s foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini. Saudi Foreign 

Minister Adel al-Jubeir made the pledge for the kingdom.  Iraq, however, still needs far more donations — 

overall, Baghdad is seeking $88.2 billion in aid from donors.  Among the hardest-hit areas in Iraq is the city of 

Mosul, which Iraqi forces, aided by a U.S.-led coalition, recaptured from the Islamic State group in July 2017.  Of 
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the money needed, Iraqi officials estimate that $17 billion alone needs to go toward rebuilding homes, the 

biggest single line item offered on February 12, on the first day of meetings. The United Nations estimates 

40,000 homes need to be rebuilt in Mosul alone.   

 

Iraqi website says Abadi may reject donors' loans 

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi may "reject" the loans pledged by several countries during the Kuwait 

donors' conference, according to privately-owned Al-Ghad Press website.  "Abadi will discuss at the cabinet 

meeting today [15 February] the loans pledged to Iraq at the Kuwait International Conference for Reconstruction 

of Iraq, which amount to about US 27bn dollars, and the possibility of rejection them," the website said on 15 

February, quoting a cabinet source.  "Iraq is not obliged to accept these loans if it decides to rely on foreign 

investments," the source said. The World Bank recommended the Iraqi government not to borrow more loans, 

including the soft ones, but the countries participating at the donors' meeting announced sovereign loans for 

Iraq, which threatens the country's wealth unless such loans are regulated in investment channels, the website 

quoted the source as adding.  The source added that Iraq had expected to receive at least US 5bn dollars in the 

form of grants, but it was promised only US 1.8bn dollars, according to the website.  The Central Bank of Iraq 

stressed during the Kuwait conference that Baghdad cannot afford more loans after reaching the maximum limit 

of borrowing over the past four years, and it will continue to pay off loans for six decades to come, the source 

told Al-Ghad Press.  A day earlier, Iraq received pledges of about US 30bn dollars, mostly in credit facilities and 

investment during the international donors' conference in Kuwait. But Baghdad says this falls short of the US 

88bn dollars it says it needs to recover from three years of war against militants of Islamic State.   
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces  

 

 

 
In the Kurdish region, reporting has focused on a resumption of Turkish airstrikes in the north, although there 

has been evidence of increasing tension between ethnic Kurds and Arabs in Erbil.  In addition, and reflecting the 

parlous and worsening state of the KR-I financial situation, some Peshmerga members have threatened to seize 

oil tankers in the region unless the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) pay overdue salaries.   

 

Turkish airstrikes on the border with northern Iraq appear to have resumed following a tactical pause.  Turkish 

jets reportedly destroyed at least 16 PKK terror group targets in the Sinath-Haftanin region of northern Iraq.  A 

total of 16 shelters, hideouts, and weapons pits used by the terrorist organization were destroyed during the 

airstrikes, a statement from the Turkish General Staff added.  It also said the terror group members were plotting 

an attack on Turkish military and their bases in the region.  The airstrikes came a day after PKK fighters 

reportedly attacked a Turkish military base located in Grebiya village in the sub-district of Batifa in Zakho, Dohuk 

province on February 13.  The Turkish army responded with artillery and airstrikes, resulting in two Kurdish 

civilians killed according to witnesses.   

 

Finally, the governor of Erbil, Nawzad Hadi, stated that 12 people were arrested in the city after clashes occurred 

between young Kurds and Arabs.  Hadi stated that "the incident is unacceptable in any form”, and “we will 
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maintain the consolidation of the brotherhood between Arabs and Kurds”.  The Directorate of Erbil Assayish said 

the incident was "accidental" and occurred after young Arabs displayed "slogans" that upset Kurdish youths in 

the area.  Separately, police arrested a shop owner in Koysnjaq district east of Erbil after he had an argument 

with a man, his two sisters and their mother and seriously wounded all four, the man and one sister later dying of 

their wounds. 

 

Nineveh Province has seen an up-tick in IS activity this week, but also a number of ISF successes in the arrest 

of IS members and the recovery of arms and ammunition caches.  In addition, the Nineveh / Syrian border 

remains active; with IS controlled territory within Syria adjacent.  Tal Afar district also remains active in terms of 

insurgent activity with coalition aircraft conducting three air raids on an IS group in Mir Qasem village on 

February 12, killing 13 terrorists. IS weapons caches continue to be recovered in Tal Afar with a number of major 

hauls reported this week.  Meanwhile, Mosul itself has seen a number of arrests of IS members this week, in 

what appears to be a concerted intelligence-led operation to root out legacy IS cells in the city.  Among those 

arrested was Kenan al-Matuti, who was purportedly the "minister of military planning" for IS.  The Military 

Intelligence Directorate also announced on February 16 the arrest of a "terrorist" doctor who was treating 

insurgent members during the battle for Mosul in the Zammar district to the north east of the city.  Separately, it 

was also reported that the PMF have begun abandoning positions located in residential areas of Mosul, with the 

units slated to be stationed in the outskirts of the city.  The move was executed in order to comply with an order 

issued by the PM's office, in preparation for the handover of the security of some parts of Mosul to the local 

police force. 

 

West of Mosul, inter-ethnic tensions in the area of Sinjar continues to give cause for concern and heavy clashes 

reportedly broke out between two Yazidi militias (the Ezidkhan Defence Units and the PKK-linked Shingal 

Protection Units) in the Sinuni area of Sinjar district, west of Mosul. The clashes reportedly erupted after an 

altercation over an alleged flag raising issue before the situation escalated into a firefight.  Baaj also remains a 

hotspot with PMF reportedly killing three militants in a repelled IS attack in the district.  Three members of the 

PMF were also reported to have been killed when an IS suicide attacker detonated his rigged explosive vest 

against a security checkpoint, also in Baaj.  Badush, north west of Mosul, also remains an area of kinetic activity.  

Shortly after midnight on February 14, three vehicles transporting 17 gunmen intercepted an Iraqi military convoy 

in the area.  All 17 gunmen were killed in the ensuing half-hour-long firefight.  A security source stated that the 

Badush area still holds “hundreds” of residual IS fighters.   

 

A busy period in terms of security incidents has been witnessed in Kirkuk this week.  A security source in Kirkuk 

stated that an UVIED exploded under a car in central Kirkuk on the evening of February 15 without causing any 

injuries.  Unconfirmed reports indicate that on the morning of February 16, a motorcycle exploded near a market 

in Daquq district, Kirkuk province, wounding one person.  A UVIED attached to a static vehicle belonging to a 

PMF member was also reported to have detonated inside a bus hub in the Ras Al-Jisr area of central Kirkuk city, 

causing material damage only.  Meanwhile, alleged IS militants reportedly blew up the house of a civilian in 

Marata village of al-Multaqa sub-district, south of Kirkuk and two ISF members were also wounded in an IED 

strike against a Federal Police patrol near Tal Khadijah village in the al-Rashad sub-district of Hawijah.  Finally, 

alleged IS militants reportedly abducted the son of a prominent preacher, Saeed Hamid, and destroyed a Sunni 

tomb in Lawsoon village in Daquq, 35 km south of Kirkuk. A security source said that the perpetrators numbered 

around 12 and had been dressed in military uniform at the time of the incident. 
 

In Salah al-Din province, ISF clearance operations continue, with the aim of dismantling the White Flag militia 

group thought to consist of a number of disparate Sunni Arab / Kurdish militia members.  A police patrol also 

reportedly found five bodies of Turkmen shepherds who had been kidnapped earlier by unidentified gunmen in 

the south of Tuz-Khourmatu. Separately, two people were killed and six others injured when a roadside IED 

detonated outside a funeral tent in al-Joumhouria village in Dujail.  The bodies of the victims displayed bullet 

wounds in their heads and chests suggesting that this was a complex attack with a secondary attack following 

the initial detonation.  In another example of IS using complex attack tactics in Salah-al-Din, unidentified gunmen 
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broke into a house in the al-Farhatiyah area, some 30 km southwest of Samarra and shot dead three family 

members before the assailants fled the scene.  It was reported that as the police responded to the incident, a 

roadside IED struck a police vehicle near the house, leaving a policeman killed and three others wounded along 

with the destruction of the police vehicle, indicating that the attack had been planned well in advance of its 

execution. 

 

IS activity has remained evident in Diyala province this week, particularly in areas north east of Baqubah.  North 

east Diyala has seen an increase in militant activity over the last few months with areas such as Khanaqin and 

the border areas with Sulaymaniyah province facing a greater threat from militant activity.  Insurgent attacks and 

tribal violence remain a persistent threat from Baqubah to Muqdadiyah, and related IED attacks and shootings 

will remain commonplace.  A civilian was reportedly killed and his wife seriously wounded when a roadside IED 

struck their car near Albu Bakir village in the town of al-Adhaim 60 km north east of Baqubah.  Also in Albu Bakir, 

ISF-backed Sunni tribesmen reportedly repelled an IS attack on security outposts in the village on February 10.  

A member of Diyala's security committee told press that Iraqi forces and Sunni tribal forces ambushed the IS 

militants as they attempted to attack tribal force checkpoints.  In addition, on the night of February 11, alleged IS 

militants blew up two heavy engineering vehicles and set a third on fire, belonging to a private company 

conducting road paving works in the outskirts of Qara Tepe.   
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

Clearance operations in the western Anbar desert have continued during the reporting period with coalition 

airstrikes targeting residual IS elements in the western border town of Al-Rutbah.  A number of raids were also 

reported to have been carried out in Al Qaim and five suspected terrorism-linked individuals were arrested in a 

pre-emptive security operation carried in the al-Tash, Humaira and al-Arrah areas of Ramadi.  It was also 

reported internationally that the PMU in cooperation with Iraqi Border Guards, employed artillery assets to relieve 

11 besieged soldiers of the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), after they were surrounded by IS units on the 

border between Iraq and Syria. It was later reported that security forces along the Iraq-Syria border had imposed 

heightened security measures and constructed four additional border posts, as well six observation towers and 

CCTV.  
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

 

Baghdad is seeing a trend of increasingly violent robberies within the city as evidenced by a number of incidents 

primarily, but not solely, in Shaab neighbourhood, north east Baghdad.  Other incidents were reported in Bayaa 

(western Baghdad) and Dora in the south of the city.  These two areas are historically among the most violent 

areas of Baghdad and see some of the highest rates of robberies and targeted killings in the city.   

 

There were no high-profile attacks in Baghdad during the week and incidents within the city were predominantly 

low-level and linked to criminal enterprise. A university professor was killed by a UVIED affixed to his vehicle in 

al-Bakiryah area in Mansour, and a second IED detonated outside a civilian house in the Adel neighbourhood, 

also in Mansour District, injuring one person.  Additionally, an employee of the Ministry of Construction and 

Housing was killed by a UVIED affixed to his vehicle in Sayediyah in West Rashid District, south western 

Baghdad city. Two members of the pro-government Sunni tribal militia were reportedly wounded in an IED strike 

against their patrol in the Arab Jabour area, near Dora, East Rashid District and unconfirmed, uncorroborated 

press reports also indicated that a VBIED in the inner Karadah area was disarmed before detonation, although 

this incident was later denied by the ISF.   

 

As usual, reporting outside the city comprised primarily medium-impact IED detonations across the Baghdad 

Belts. IEDs targeting shops were seen in Abu Ghraib which remains a focal point for low-yield IED attacks with 

incidents occurring in the area almost daily.  Local markets have also been targeted this week, continuing the 

trend of emplacing IEDs in areas likely to have the most impact in terms of loss of life.  An IED attack on a 
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market in Nahrawan, east of Baghdad on February 11, left one person dead and two others injured.  The Taji, 

Tarmiyah and Rashidiyah Districts in the north, and Yusufiya in the south have once again featured heavily this 

week in terms of security incidents.  Coalition military forces conducted one strike consisting of three separate 

engagements against IS targets near Taji and an IED detonated near a local market in Yusufiya, south of 

Baghdad, killing one person and wounding three others. Five people were also injured in an IED detonation near 

shops in Rashidiyah District, north of Baghdad city and a second detonation took place on February 13 in the 

same area resulting in two people injured. Finally, one civilian was killed and three others were wounded in an 

IED explosion near the industrial area in Tarmiyah, north of Baghdad. 
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

Activity in Basra this period was once again characterised by low-level criminal activity, mainly related to 

smuggling, robbery and drugs supply, however a number of incidents were also recorded in relation to tribal 

discord – this after a hiatus of 15 days. In other reporting, the extra security force units sent by Baghdad last 

week have begun their operations to curb the proliferation of weapons and drugs and to search for known 

wanted criminals. Similar operations have previously been conducted, with little affect, however, given that these 

units – who are battle hardened – and have a greater understanding of Operational Security (OPSEC) and no 

local tribal ties there may be greater success as the elements of surprise and autonomy are maintained. Again 

however, the deployment of these additional security assets is likely to increase public expectation of a reduction 

in violent crime and armed confrontation between tribes. However, the four incidents related to tribal activity and 

an attack in the city utilising a hand grenade which were recorded this week will likely do nothing to inspire 

Basrawi confidence in their ability. Politically, it has been a subdued period, with the only noticeable issues being 

discussed, linked to the fiscal pressure that the province is under in relation to the lack of funding from the 2017 

Federal Budget and the likelihood of a similar year after the sighting of the 2018 draft – which is still to be 

ratified. Some Basra politicians have mooted boycotting any reading of the draft – in an attempt to have it 

passed – in the same way Kurdish politicians have, until there is a change to the Petrodollar allocation for the 

province. The 2017 budget heralded a share of $5 per barrel, but this has since been re-written to 5 per cent. 

Political activity intended to emphasise the economic significance of Basra, will continue as a result of political 

uncertainty at the Federal level. 
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point  
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com (Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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